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APSTSACT

The elm of the etudy was to teet witkin's 
•epetat on hypothesis. This hypothesis 
holds that field dependence.independence is 
related to the ability to keep effect, per
cept end ideation separate.

In order to teet this hypothesis field 
dependence-lndependence, as measured by the 

rod and frame and body adjustment tests, 
was related to performance on perceptual 
defence and selective memory tasks. A cor
relational analysis and an analysis of 
variance were used to assess this relation
ship. Both techniques yielded negative 
results however and on thvi beeia of this, 
the separation hypothesis wee rejected.

An explanation for these negative results 
was then sought and this led to a re
examination of Witkin’s work in general.
This re-examination of witkin’s work raised 
some questions as to the validity of the 
field dependence-independence concepts 
themselves. However it was finally con
cluded that these concepts were valid if 
they were seen as one dimension of per
ceptual functioning rather than as a general 

explanatory principle of human behaviour.
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SUMMARY

The *i» of the etudy wee to eeeeee witkin'e eepere*ion 
hypothee< *. Thie hypotheele holds that field dependence- 
lndependence or the ability to make a judgement indepen
dent of 9 confusing background is related to the ability 
to keep thought, percept and affect separate.

Aitkin arrived at this hypothesis after noting the rela
tionship between field dependence-lndependence and variables 
such ae nature of the body and self concept. More specifi
cally he formulated thie hypotheeia becaui* of the relation
ship found to ex' at between field dependence-lndependence 
and clinical symptom pictures including the nature of the 
defences employed by the individual. On the basis of thie 
relationship and the belief that defences operate through 
mediating the interrelationship* between affect, percept 
and ideation Witkin proposed that field dependence- 
indapendene* was related :o the ability to keep affect, 
percept and idettion separate.

Thie hypothesis was never directly tested hwever and it 
is with this, that the present study was concerned. The 
two experimental strategies selected for thie purpose 
were the perceptual defence and selective memory strategies.

./These
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Th### two •trat#^!## were alike in that both required a 
standard response to two sets of stimuli matched in all 
respects other ther their affective value. Thus any 
differences in response to the two sets of stimuli 
could be accounted for in terms of tl.eir differing 
affective values. This then facilitated the assessment 
of the differential susceptibility of field dependent 
and field independent subjects to effectual factors in 
stimulus input.

In the present jtudy however, no difference in suscep
tibility to effectual factors was found between field 
dependent and field independent subjects. Roth a corre
lational analysis and an analysis of variance indicated 
that field dependence-independence, as measured by per
formance on the rod and frame and body adjustment tests, was 

unrelated to performance on either the perceptual defence 
or selective memory tasks. Thus it was concluded that 
M •tktn*e separation hypothesis was invalid as field 
dependence-independence was not found to be related to the 
ability to keep affect, percept and ideation separate.

This conclusion however was contrary to that predicted 
by Witkin and contrary to the findings of Minard who worked 
in this area. An explanation of this was therefore sought 
and a re-examination of witkin's work and a comparison of 
Minard*o zau the present study was undertaken for this

./purpose



On the basis of this two conclusions were reached. Firstly 
it was concluded that Witkin's original field dependence- 
independence inter test correlations were inflated. Secondly 
it was concluded that many of the relationships between 
field dependence-lndependence and various variables found 
by Witkin, Minard and others were in part due to the 
relationship all these variables share in common with 
intelligence. In other words it was concluded that many 
of the relationships found by Witkin were a function of 
test contamination.

The implication of these conclusions for the validity of 
the field dependence-lndependence concept was then aeseweed . 
It was proposed that the main error in witkin's work we# 
his attempt to include too wide a range of perceptual and 
personality characteristics with in a single dichotcasoue 
classification. The concept of field dependence-independence 

itself was not considered invalid but overinelvsive. The 
concept was held to have validity if it was considered to 

be one dimension of perceptual functioning rather than 
an explanatory principle underlyi all human behaviour 
•' originally advocated by Witkin.



INTRODUCTION

The tense field dependence-independence were first coined 
by ̂ itkir. in the 1950'e and they refer to differing modes 
of perception (100). Field dependence(Fd) refers to per
ception which is strongly dominated oy the overall organi
sation of the field end parts of the field are experienced 
ee fused. Fieid independence (Fdi) ♦tfers to perception 
which is not strongly dominated ay tie overall organisation 
of the field and parts of the field are experienced as 
discrete from the original background. In essence, Fd-Fdi 
represent two extremes along a continuum of the perceptual 
ability to separate stimuli from their background (105).

vitkin subeeauently found however that the difference in 
the ability to separate stimuli from their background was 
not limited to perceptual functioning but extended to intel
lectual functioning (102). Further, Fd-Fdi warn found to oe 
related to such variables ast nature of the xsdy and sblf 
concept and nature of the defences employed jy the 
individual (102).

In sum, field dependence was found to oc negatively related 

to clarity of body boundaries, the feeling of being an 
individual distinct from others, the development of intern

alised standards and the use of specialised rather than 
diffuse defence mechanisms. Field independence on the 
other hand was found to ie positively related to these

... /varia ties



variables (102). "itkin explained these relationships by 
postulating that Fd-Fdi i.e. differences in the ability 
to separate an immediate stimulus from its background is 
related to differences in the a >ility to separate affect 
ft oe percept and ideation (102).

Zigler however has pointed out that contamination has >een 
a particularly difficult pro )len in testing directly the 
assumption tnat Fd-Fdi is related to the aillity to separate 
affect from perception and ideation f107). The possibility 
of contarr ination has arisen because experiments in this 
area have used clinical procedures to measure emotions I- 
perceptual separation and these procedures themselves 
permit the evaluation of Fd-Fdi per se. Although attempts 
have been made to reduce contamination, data such as that 
provided by Rorschach tests, interviews and diagnoses still 

contain information on Fd-Fdi per ee.

critical tests of the separation hypothesis therefore 
require an evaluation of emu11one I-perceptua1-ideat ional 

separation jy procedures not known to provide information 
on Fd-Fdi per ee. Two such procedures could je the measure
ment of perceptual defence and selective memory.
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The terma Fd-Fdi refer to two differing poles in 
the ability to asperate an immediate stimulus from 
its background. Several tests have aeen evolved to 
measure individual differences along this dimension. 
Of these the three core measures used ay v itkin and 
his associates are y red and frame test (XfT), the
jody adjuatmen* (BAT) and the « bbedded figures
test (EFT:. The RFT and the AT were pert of the 
battery of tests initially used oy witkin in his work 
on space orientation from which his concepts of 
Fd-Fdi were derived. The RFT wKic^ is currently a 
popular measure of Fd-Fdi was however a later test 
and differs from the 3AT and RFT in certain Important 
ways. w h U e  a 11 three tests are concerned with the 
individual's ability to keep an object separate from 
an organised field in perception, the lAT end the RFT 
are concerned with the individual's perception of the 

upright while the EFT is not concerned with this. 
Here then there is a broadening of witkin's concept

.../of
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of Fd-Fdi •• an anility to judge the upright independent 
of a confusing background to a more general aoility to 
separate »n immediate stimulus from its background. It 
is this more general perceptual style which is now known 
as Fd-Fdi (100).

Soon, however, ’ itkin began to broaden his notions still 
further. correlations between Fd-Fdi and various intel
lectual tasks wen noted (102). 7t was found, for 
example, that individuals who were field dependent 
obtained poorer results on tasks requiring the isolation 
of elements from a context as in Duncker*s functional 
fixity tasks than did individuals who were field independent 
(102). similarly it was found that field dependent indi
viduals performed more poorly on those sub tests of intel
ligence requiring computational or spatial abilities 
vis. block design, picture completion end object asitembl) 

than did field independent individuals (102).

On the basis of these findings the perceptual dimension of 
Fd-Fdi was extended in*o the cognitive area where it 
became known as global versus articulated functioning.

In global functioning ae in field dependence, the organi
sation of the field as a whole dictates the manner in 
which its parts are experienced. In articulated function
ing as in field independence the parts of the whole are

./experienced



experienced as discrete. However, in Fd-Fdi the 
individual is dealing with an immediately present 
stimulus configuration while in global versus 
articulated functioning the individual is dealing 
with symbolic representations (102).

Witkin now extended hia work still further and 
asaesaed the relationship between performance on 
Fd-Fdi testa and performance on tests designed to 
measure various personality dimensions. On the 
basis of these studies, which will be cited below, 
Witkin concluded that the global articulated style 
of cognitive functioning was rart of a still 
broader dimension of personal functioning vis. 
the dimension of psychological differentiation (102). 
witkin came to this conclusion after he had studied 
the relationship between Fd-Fdi end various person
ality dimensions such as authoritarianism, sociability, 
dependence, external directednese and the use of 
differential controls and defences. However in this 
regard only those studies relating Fd-Fdi to nature 
of the body and self concept “rod nature of controls 
and defences employed will be considered. It was 
from these studies that the separation hypothesis 
emerged i.e. the hypothesis that Fd-Fdi is related 
to the degree of emotional-perceptual-ideational 

separation of which the individual is capable.



Field Dependence-tndepende ee anv nature of th* aody Concept________________
In Witkin e term#, the body concept refer# to 'be 
B#y#tem»tic L- xpreeeion an i -*vlduai ha# of hi# 
body, cognitive and affective, conecioue end uncon
scious* (102, p. 318) . An individual*# body con
cept may «*ty from one in which the individual 
experience# hia body as having definite limit# with 
body parts discrete yet interrelated into a definite 
structure, to a einceyt in which there is a fusion of 
body and field in experience and a lack of clear 
body boundaries, witkin predicted that field 
independent individual# would tend to have the 
former body concept while field dependent individual# 
would tend to have the latter body concept (102).

Performance on the tAT itself allows some inference 

about the nature of the body concept. The individual 
who aligns his body w.th the field in order to 
experience it as upright must be experiencing some 
body-field fusion. In order to further evaluate the 

relation between the body concept and Fd-Fdi, however, 
witkin evolved a test which was especially designed 
to measure the nature of the body concept vis. the 
Draw-a-person test (GAP) (100). On the basis of 
the correlations euaseguently found between the



l*P, the *rr, BAT and EFT Witkin c o n c l u d e d  that

the ability to separate an immediate etiaelee from 
its background was related to the ability to com- 
ceptaaliee «e»e own aod/ am an entity Independent 
from the environsmnt (100).

Field Dependence-lndependence and the Self Concept 
Closely tied up with the body concept is the self 
concept. Just as witkin predicted that Fd-Fdi would 
be related to nature of trw body concept so he pre
dicted that Fd-Fdi would be related to the iediridmel*a 
sense of a separate identity (102). A sense of sep
arate identity refete to an awareness of needs, 
feelings aid attributes which one recognises as ernes 
own and distinct from those of others (102). A 
sense of separate identity implies experience of the 
self as structured and the formation of internal 
frames of reference as guides for a definition of the 
self rather than a reliance cm external sources for 
a definition of attitudes, judgements and sentiment# 
(102). using this definition of a sense of separate 
identity witkin predicted that field Independent 
individuals would have a clearer sense of separate 
identity than field dependent individuals.

. . /m e t



That Pd-JPdi La related to clarity 01 aense of 
separate identity haa been confirmed by many dif
ferent inveetigatore. For example Linton (59) 
found that in an autokinetic rituation the field 

dependent individual more often changed his judge
ments in accordance vith a planted confederate than 
did the field independent individual. Similarly, 
Damarin (17) showed that field dependent individuals 
experienced more incidental learning than Jid field 
independent i dividuale when the incidental material 
was human faces but the opposite was true when the 
incidental material wae non human. Thus the field 
dependent individual does seem to be more reliant on 
external sources for a definition of attitudes end 
sentiments than does the field independent individual.

Field Dependertoe-tndependence ,»nd the Specialisation
of Defences _______ .      —

witkin postulated a relationship between Fd-Fdi and 

the specialisation of defences The following 

represents the work leading tip to the derivation 
of this postulate. The first impetus for this 
postulate came from an early study by Witkin (100) 
using psychiatric patients. In thie early study t» 

certain tendency for Fd-Fdi scores to cluster

./according
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according to diagnostic categorlea wae found 

•ithcugb thie wee not a vary definite tendency.
However the tendency for e.g. field dependence 
to be associated with alcoholism and field indepen
dence to be associated with paranoia found in tills 
study was subsequently confirmed by other investi
gators (SC, 51) Further studies found additional 
relationships between Fd-Fdi and diagnostic cate
gories. Field dependence was found to be related 
to *>>aterla and psychosomatic disorders (26) while 
field independence was found to be related to 
obsessive compulsive disorders (73).

However as in Witkin's original study (100) Fd-Fdi 
has not always been found fco bs related to major 

nosological categories (77, 79). certain studies 
have for examp!e found the whole range of Fd-Fdi 

scores among schizophrenics (77, 78). nevertheless 
on closer analysis a clustering within this major 
nosological category was found. Schisophrenics 
who were hallucinated were found to ae markedly field 
dependent as opposed to schizophrenics who were 
deluded who were found to be markedly field independent. 
Thus Witkin concluded on the basis of findings such 
as theme that cognitive styles related more to

, ../symptom
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